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BEFORE 
THE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION OF OHIO 

In the Matter of the Application of The Ohio 
Edison Company, The Cleveland Electric 
Illuminating Company, and The Toledo 
Edison Company, for Authority to 
Establish a Standard Service Offer 
Pursuant to R.C. § 4928.143 in the Form 
of an Electric Security Plan 

Case No. 08-935-EL-SSO 

POST - HEARING BRIEF SUBMITTED ON BEHALF OF THE CITY OF CLEVELAND 

L STATEMENT OF THE CASE 

On May 1, 2008, Amended Substitute Senate Bill 221 ("SB 221") was signed into law by 

Governor Strickland. SB 221 contained a wholesale restructuring of Ohio's electric utility law 

requiring that, beginning January 1, 2009, electric utility companies make Standard Service 

Offers ("SSO") of electric utility service by either a Market Rate Offer ("MRO") or by an 

Electric Security Plan ("ESP"). Under an MRO, an electric utility company would make its SSO 

after conducting a competitive bidding process and purchasing generation service on the open 

market. Additionally, under the MRO, distribution rates would be set based upon the price paid 

for generation on the open market. See R.C. 4928.142. Under the ESP option, electric utility 

companies would set rates at a level allowing the companies a sufficient rate of financial return 

along with specified riders, charges, and surcharges. SB 221 requires that electric utility 

companies file an ESP application, but allows the Public Utility Commission of Ohio (the 

"Commission") to approve them only if they are more advantageous than allowing an electric 

utility company to proceed under a proposed MRO filing. 
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On July 31, 2008, the same day that SB 221 became effective, the above captioned 

proceeding was initiated by The Ohio Edison Company, The Cleveland Electric Illuminating 

Company ("CEI"), and The Toledo Edison Company (collectively "First Energy"). First Energy 

initiated the proceeding by filing its Application to obtain Commission review and approval of 

its proposed ESP. Simultaneous with its ESP Application, First Energy filed an Application for 

approval of a MRO. 

Pursuant to R.C. 4928.14 et seq., the Commission accepted jurisdiction over the MRO 

and the ESP and set procedural schedules for separate consideration of the MRO and ESP. The 

MRO was assigned case number 08-936-EL-SSO and has been separately argued and briefed 

and is still currently pending before the Commission. This brief covers only issues related to the 

above captioned First Energy ESP Application. 

Based upon the Commission's procedural schedule, established by entry dated August 5, 

2008, the City of Cleveland ("Cleveland" or "City") filed its motion to intervene in the ESP 

proceeding on September 3, 2008. Cleveland sought intervention in the Commission's 

consideration of the ESP Application because it has a real and substantial interest in the 

proceeding, which can not be adequately represented by any other party. The ESP, as proposed, 

would dramatically change the rates, terms and conditions under which the City and its citizens 

receive electric utility service. Additionally, Cleveland sought intervention because the 

Commission's disposition of the Application would potentially impair or impede the City's 

ability to protect those interests. On October 2, 2008, the Commission granted Cleveland's 

request to intervene in the ESP proceeding. 

Beginning October 16, 2008, and ending on October 31, 2008, the Commission held an 

evidentiary hearing in the above captioned proceeding. As part of this proceeding, Cleveland 
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presented expert testimony, filed motions and briefs, and participated as a party at the evidentiary 

hearing. At the culmination of the evidentiary hearing, the Attomey Examiners requested that 

First Energy, as well as the intervenors in the proceeding, submit briefs on the issue of whether 

the ESP, as proposed, should be approved, modified, or denied by the Commission. This brief is 

being submitted pursuant to the request of the Attomey Examiners and to make Cleveland's 

arguments that the ESP, as proposed, should not be approved. Instead, the Commission should 

issue an Order denying the ESP, or, at a minimum, modifying it so that it complies with Revised 

Code and Ohio Administrative Code requirements. 

IL STATEMENT OF THE FACTS 

First Energy's ESP Application is a situation of first impression. The electric utility 

stmcture established by SB 221 has not previously been implemented by electric utilities in the 

state of Ohio. Ohio consumers of electric utility service have not previously been exposed to 

most of the novel concepts presented in SB 221 and the ESP filing. Perhaps, most importantly, 

the SB 221 ESP stmcture is being considered by the Commission for the first time as well. 

With all of these firsts, it is a surprise to no one that electric consumers, commercial, 

residential, and govemmental alike, have intervened or otherwise weighed in on First Energy's 

ESP Application. One theme seems to be constantly expressed by all concerned - the January 1, 

2009, deadline for implementation of the new SSO is much too short of a timeframe for the 

electric utility companies, consumers, and the Commission to review, discuss, and make 

reasonable and responsible decisions regarding the ESP Application filed by First Energy, 

proposing to provide a SSO over the next three years that would begin on January 1,2009. 

Creating further complexity, the Commission not only must consider the ESP and MRO 

filed by First Energy, but, simultaneously, it must also do the same for ESP filings made by 
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Duke Energy, American Electric Power, and Dayton Power & Light, all electric utility 

companies regulated by the Commission. The Commission is required to issue its decision on 

the ESP applications within 150 days of their filing. SB 221 provides the Commission with very 

little time to consider and approve, modify, or deny any of the applications filed by these 

companies, one at a time, let alone all togetiier in concert. 

SB 221 allows approval of an ESP when its terms and provisions are more favorable than 

what may be achieved on the open market. The Commission, therefore, must consider the 

energy market as it existed on July 31, 2008, where prices were high and it must consider the 

market today, where economic forces have caused dramatic decreases in energy futures. 

Additionally, the Commission must determine whether the base rates, riders, and surcharges are 

permissible under the provisions of SB 221. Upon reviewing and considering all the evidence, 

the Commission has authority to approve, modify, or deny the ESP. Cleveland submits that for 

the following reasons, in addition to those submitted in the post hearing brief of the Ohio 

Consumers Coimsel which the City supports and has signed onto as a party, that the ESP, as 

proposed, fails to meet the requirements of SB 221 and should be modified or denied by the 

Commission. 

IIL LAW & ARGUMENT 

a. First Energy Must Comply With The Alternative Energy Requirements Of 
Senate Bill 22L 

A major focus of SB 221 was the stabilization of energy prices and procurement of 

energy from altemative energy resources. SB 221 establishes extensive alternative energy 

requirements, including mandates to generate renewable energy and advanced energy. The 

Commission cannot accept the ESP, as written, to the extent that it fails to comply with the 
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altemative energy requirements. Altematively, at a minimum, the Commission could modify the 

ESP to ensure that the SB 221 altemative energy portfolio requirements are met. 

The First Energy ESP Application provides very little explanation regarding the 

company's planned compliance with the SB 221 altemative energy requirements. On page 11 of 

its ESP, First Energy simply states that "renewable energy resources will be acquired in 

sufficient amounts to comply with the requirements of [SB 221]." Since First Energy provides 

such minimal and insufficient detail regarding its altemative energy plans, the Commission 

Order should provide specific detail and direction to First Energy regarding how it must comply 

with the altemative energy provisions of SB 221. 

Under SB 221, First Energy is required "by 2025. . .[to] provide, fi-om altemative energy 

resources,... twenty-five percent of the total number of kilowatt hours of electricity" that it sells 

to its customers. "Altemative energy resources" includes "advanced energy resources" and 

"renewable energy resources." Renewable energy resources includes wind, solar, and 

geothermal. Advanced energy resources include sources such as clean coal, nuclear 

enhancements, and fuel cells. SB 221 requires that the twenty-five percent (25%) mandate be 

fijlfilled half from "advanced energy resources" and the other half from "renewable energy 

resources." R.C. 4928.64(B]. 

SB 221 establishes an escalating benchmark schedule regarding the renewable energy 

resource portfolio. There is no comparable benchmark schedule for the advanced energy 

requirements. For example, in 2009, an electric utility is required to generate .25% of overall 

generation from renewable energy sources with .004% of the total renewable energy generation 

being generated from solar energy sources. Further, in 2010, the renewable energy resources 
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requirement increases to .50% and requires that .010% of that total come from solar energy 

sources. R.C. 4928.64(B){2. 

SB 221 requires that the Commission annually review an electric utility company's 

compliance with the renewable energy benchmarks. SB 221 does not establish a similar process 

for review of the advanced energy resource mandates. Upon review of the renewable energy 

resource portfolio of an electric utility, if the Commission determines that there has been 

"avoidable undercompliance or noncompliance" with the benchmarks, it "shall impose a 

renewable energy compliance payment" upon the electric utility company. R.C. 4928.64(C)(2). 

Utility companies, however, may obtain an exception from the annual renewable energy 

benchmarks. SB 221 sets forth a process whereby the Commission may, upon request by an 

electric utility company for a hearing and a force majeure determination, issue a mling that 

sufficient renewable energy resources were not readily available in the market to permit 

compliance with the renewable energy resource requirement and order a modification of the 

statutory escalating compliance schedule. 

Additionally, under SB 221, electric utiUty companies are not required to meet the 

renewable energy requirements or the advanced energy requirements "to the extent that it is 

reasonably expected that the cost of that compliance exceeds its reasonably expected cost of 

otherwise producing or acquiring the requisite electricity by three percent or more." R.C. 

4928.64(C)(3). 

SB 221 delegates authority to the Commission to implement rules regarding enforcement 

of the altemative energy requirements. A provision within the Commission's proposed mles 

provides that the Commission may waive any of the altemative energy requirements for "good 

cause shown." Proposed O.AC.490I:I-40-02(B). 
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This provision is outside the scope of the authority delegated to the Commission and 

would lead to unlawful enforcement of the SB 221 altemative energy requirement. Cleveland 

has previously stated this position in its Reply Comments filed as part of the Commission's 

proceeding for adoption of the mles, 08-888-EL-ORD. In that proceeding, Cleveland stated that 

"the City believes this broad language oversteps the excused compliance process set forth in the 

Revised Code." Cleveland Reply Comments Atps. 2. 

Cleveland renews its opposition to any determination by the Commission that altemative 

energy requirements may be waived or otherwise forgiven for "good cause shown." The 

proposed mles fail to define or even describe the term "good cause." Further, as stated above, 

Cleveland maintains that SB 221 provides for only two scenarios under which an electric utility 

may obtain a waiver from the altemative energy requirements. The first being a waiver based 

upon a force majeure determination by the Commission that renewable energy resources 

sufficient to meet the SB 221 benchmarks did not exist on the market and were otherwise 

imavailable to an electric utility company. The second, a waiver from the altemative energy 

requirement because the cost to comply with the statutory mandated level of altemative energy 

would exceed by three percent (3%) or more than the cost by which an electric utility could have 

otherwise produced or acquired the energy. 

The Commission must make clear in its Order modifying or denying First Energy's ESP 

that it takes notice of and shall apply the altemative energy requirements of SB 221 as statutorily 

mandated and that First Energy will be in violation of any approved ESP and the Revised Code if 

it fails to comply with the altemative energy requirements. Additionally, the Commission should 

make clear that any determination waiver exempting First Energy from an altemative energy 
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requirement "for good cause shown" will be narrowly limited to the aforementioned two 

exceptions provided for in the Ohio Revised Code. 

Further, the Commission Order should address First Energy's proposed deferrals and 

base generation rate phase-in approach. As stated by Staff witness Stuart M. Siegfried, the three 

percent (3%) cost cap exemption from the altemative energy requirement presents 

implementation issues that should be addressed in the Commission's Order. Siegfried Testimony 

at PS. 4. Mr. Siegfried states that "while the Commission's rules on this cost cap provision have 

not yet been finalized, it would seem that reducing the base generation prices through the use of 

deferrals could potentially impact the implementation of SB 221's altemative energy 

requirements." Cleveland is in agreement that a comparison of the expected statutory cost of 

compliance to the expected cost of otherwise producing or acquiring the requisite electricity, 

when the deferrals and base generation rate phase-ins are accounted for, would effectively reduce 

the absolute value of the three percent cap that is to be available for compliance with SB 221's 

altemative energy portfolio requirements. 

Cleveland submits that, in order to ensure that First Energy's proposed deferrals and 

base generation rate deferrals do not change the implementation of the altemative energy 

requirement, the Commission must address this issue in its ESP Order. 

b. The Minimum Default Service Charge Provides An Economic Disincentive For 
Customers To Switch Electric Suppliers And Should Be Disallowed 

The decision of the Commission regarding switching fees and standby charges requested 

under First Energy's proposed minimum default service charge ("MDS Charge") will determine 

whether Cleveland residents will have the economic and financial ability to switch to altemative 

suppliers of electric service. First Energy proposes as its MDS Charge, a 1.0 cent per kWh, non

bypassable charge, claimed to be necessary to recover, among other things, generation related 
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administrative costs and hedging costs associated with its obligation to serve the entire load of 

their retail customers, which is included in the Companies' proposed base generation charges. 

Application, pg. 14. 

First Energy fails to provide a quantitative analysis or any substantive empirical detail 

supporting the MDS Charge. Thus, no evidence has been presented showing that the MDS 

Charge requested is in any way related to any potential risk that will actually be incurred by First 

Energy as a result of customers switching to altemative suppliers. Without even a specter of 

supporting data, it is difficult to reach any other conclusion other than that the MDS Charge is 

simply an arbitrary and punitive attempt to prevent customers from having real altemative 

electric supply choice. Cleveland submits that the MDS Charge is merely intended as 

mechanism to allow the base generation price to be offered at a lower level than otherwise would 

have been achievable. 

Cleveland suggests that First Energy will receive an unreasonable rate of retum if it is 

allowed to realize revenue from the MDS Charge. Moreover, the MDS Charge represents a 

punitive effort to prevent consumers from switching to an altemative supplier. Accordingly, the 

Commission Order should eliminate the MDS Charge as well as any other switching and retum 

charges that provide disincentives for consumers to choose to obtain electric service from 

providers other than First Energy, 

c. First Energy's "Rear Lot Reduction Factor" Should Be Disallowed Because It 
Is Unsupported By Reliable Evidence And Against The Interest Of The 
Customer, 

First Energy has created a concept of a "Rear Lot Reduction Factor" ("RLRF") whereby 

the CEI circuits that serve fifty percent (50%) or more of customers via rear lot facilities, would 

have their System Average Intermption Duration Index ("SAIDI") minutes target reduced by 
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fifty percent (50%) each year. The practical result is that for the 439 circuits in the CEI service 

territory, the SAIDI targets for optimal reliability performance would be double that of the other 

circuits. In other words CEI service standard targets will be significantly worse or only half as 

good as consumers served by circuits with fifty percent (50%) rear lots. 

The RLRF concept has a number of significant problems. First, the RLRF concept is 

unsupported by any form of reliable evidence. There was no quantitative analysis or other study 

conducted regarding the creation of the RLRF. The lack of reliable evidence was highlighted by 

Attomey Examiner Price during the evidentiary hearing: 

EXAMINER PRICE: That all sounds like a very anecdotal 
review. Have you performed any analytical studies which would 
demonstrate that rear lot outages take twice as long to perform. 

THE WITNESS: That just comes from my experience, sir, just 
talking to my lineman. I don't do that work but I talked to several 
of the lineman and I went and actually visited them where they do 
this work. Tr. Vol III at 274-275 (October 20, 2008) (Schneider). 

Second, in addition to the wholly anecdotal support for the continuation and 

implementation of the RLRF, CEI did not take into consideration any particular maintenance 

advantages it would have regarding rear lots. In Mr. Schneider's testimony, he stated that: "If 

you compare two communities, communities that have lots of rear lots, you have a higher 

customer count for those facilities than a rural area, say, out towards Ashtabula. So I would 

agree in general that the areas that have rear lot facilities would have a higher customer density 

per plant." Id. at vases 304-305. Mr. Schneider stated the following on further cross-

examination: 

Q. By the question, though, is that there are advantages to higher densities, that you have 
less plant to maintain. 
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A. I would have to do an analysis around that. The top of my head I think that the difficulty 
you have in maintaining those rear lot facilities outweighs the fact that you have higher density 
of customers. 

I understand where you are - what you are thinking. 

Q. And you have not done that analysis? 

A. I have not done that analysis. 

Q. But we don't know if there are certain advantages to maintenance in high density areas? 

A. I have not done an analysis. 

In other words, CEI considered anecdotally the difficulties of serving rear lots but failed 

to account for the obvious advantages such as higher density, (meaning less plant to maintain per 

customer). In any event there was no analysis of the advantages or disadvantages of serving rear 

lots. 

Third, the RLRF concept, creates a permanent second class of CEI customers. Under 

cross-examination, Mr. Schneider further admitted that the billion dollars that CEI is ostensibly 

"committing" to improvements in its distribution system, may not include improving the 

facilities that serve the rear lots. Mr. Schneider testified to a "pretty sophisticated methodology 

of racking and stacking one project against another project for any capital expenditures," but 

failed to give any assurance that the billion dollar "commitment" would be spent on improving 

the reliability of customers served by rear lots. Id. atpg. 303. 

The net result is that if the RLRF is adopted, the customer served via rear lots will 

probably expect their service to be restored in approximately twice the time of the other CEI 

customers, with, no commitment by CEI to provide improvements to customers with their 

architectural design make-up. This, in effect, creates a permanent second class customer. 

Consequently, Cleveland requests that the Commission disallow the RLRF, as proposed. 
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IV. CONCLUSION 

For all these reasons, Cleveland respectfully requests that the Commission deny the ESP 

in each respect that it is not supported by reliable evidence and does not comply with the Revised 

Code or proposed Ohio Administrative Code provisions mentioned herein. Altematively, if the 

Commission approves the ESP, Cleveland respectfully requests that it be modified so that 

approved ESP provisions are supported by reliable evidence and meet the aforementioned 

Revised Code and proposed Ohio Administrative Code requirements. Fmally, Cleveland 

respectfully requests that the Commission issue an Order consistent with the requests made in the 

post hearing brief filed on behalf of the Ohio Consumers Counsel, to which Cleveland has signed 

onto as a party. 

Respectfujly^bmitted, 

Rob^i^tr iq^i (6016532) 
Director of Law, City of Cleveland 
Steven Beeler (0078076) 
Assistant Director of Law, City of Cleveland 
Gregory H. Dunn (0007353) 
Counsel of Record 
Direct Dial: (614)462-2339 
E-mail: gdunn@szd.com 
Christopher L. Miller (0063259) 
Direct Dial: (614) 462-5033 
E-mail: cmiller@szd.com 
Andre T. Porter (0080072) 
Direct Dial: (614) 462-1065 
E-mail: aporter@szd.com 
Schottenstein Zox & Dunn Co., LPA 
250 West Street 
Columbus, Ohio 43215 
(614) 462-2700 (Main Number) 
(614) 222-4707 (Facsimile) 

Attorneys For The City of Cleveland 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I hereby certify that a copy of the foregoing Post Hearing Brief of The City of 

Cleveland was served via electronic mail to the parties listed on the attached Exhibit A attached 

hereto and made a part hereof, and via United States Mail, postage prepaid, to the parties listed 

on the attached Exhibit B attached hereto and made a part hereof, this 21̂ * day of November, 

2008, 

a^^Al 
Andre T. Porter 
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EXHIBIT A 

Case 08-935-EL-SSO 
Electronic Mail Service List 

Jones Day 
Mark A. Whit 
Andrew J. Campbell 
P.O. Box 165017 
325 McConnell Blvd., Suite 600 
Columbus, OH 43216-5017 
mawhitt{S)jonesdav.com 
ajcampbellfgijonesdav.com 

Ohio Energy Group, Inc. (OEG) 
Michael L Kurtz 
David F. Boehm 
Kurt J. Boehm 
Boehm, Kurtz & Lowry 
36 East Seventh Street, Suite 1510 
Cincinnati, OH 45202 
mkurtz@ BKLlawfirm.com 
dboehmfa)BKLlawfirm.com 
kboehm@BKLlawfirm.com 

The Ohio Manufacturers' Association 
Kevin Schmidt 
33 North High Street 
Columbus, OH 43215 
kschmidtfgohiomfe.com 

City of Akron 
Sean W. Vollman 
David A. Muntean 
161 S. High Street, Suite 202 
Akron, OH 44308 
330.375.2030-P 
330.375.2041-F 
vollmsetatci.akrQn.oh.us 
munteda@ci.akron.oh.us 

Gregory K. Lawrence 
McDermott Will & Emery LLP 
28 State Street 
Boston MA 02109 
gIawrence@mwe.CQm 

American Wind Energy Association 
Wind on the Wires 
Ohio Advanced Energy 
Sally W. Bloomfield 
Terrence O'Donnell 
E. Brett Breitschwerdt 
Teresa Orahood, Paralegal 
Bricker & Eckler LLP 
100 South Third Street 
Columbus, OH 43215-4291 
sbloomfieldfgibricker.com 
todonnellfgbricker.com 
torahood@bricker.com 
bbreitschwerdtfoibricker.com 

Direct Energy Services, LLC 
Constellation NewEnergy, et aL 
Integrys Energy 
National Energy Marketers Assn. 
Ohio Association of Business Officials, et aL 
M Howard Petricoff 
Stephen M. Howard 
Vorys, Sater, Seymour and Pease LLP 
52 East Gay Street 
P.O. Box 1008 
Columbus, OH 43216-1008 
Mhpetricofffgivorvs.com 
smhowardfaivorvs.com 

Ohio Hospital Association 
Richard L. Sites 
155 E. Broad Street, 15* Floor 
Columbus, OH 43215-3620 
614.221.7614-P 
ricksfgiohanet.org 

Citizen Power 
Theodore S. Robinson 
2121 Murray Avenue 
Pittsburgh, PA 15217 
robinson@citizenpower.com 

NOAC- Maumee 
Sheilah K McAdams 
Marsh & McAdams - Law Director 
204 West Wayne Street 
Maumee, OH 43547 
419.893.4880-P 
419.893.5891-F 
sheilahmca@aQl.com 
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NOAC- Northwood 
Brian J. Ballenger 
Ballenger & Moore - Law Director 
3401 Woodville Rd., Suite C 
Toledo, OH 43619 
419.698.1040-P 
419.698.5493-F 
ballengerlawbib@sbcglobal.net 

NOAC- Oregon 
Pauls. Goldberg, Law Director 
6800 W. Central Ave. 
Toledo, OH 43617-1135 
419.843.5355-P 
pgoldberefalci.oregon.oh.us 

NOAC- Sylvania 
James E. Moan, Law Director 
4930 Holland-Sylvania Rd 
Sylvania, OH 43560 
419.882.7100-P 
419.882.7201-F 
iimmoanfgihotmail.com 

Dominion Retail, Inc. 
Barth E. Royer 
Langdon D. Bell 
Bell & Royer, LPA 
33 South Grant Avenue 
Columbus, OH 43215 
barthroverfg),aol.com 
Lbell33@aol.com 

Constellation Energy Group, Inc. 
David I Fein 
Vice President^ Energy Policy - Midwest 
550 West Washington Blvd.. Suite 300 
Chicago, IL 60661 
David.fein@constellation.com 

Kroger Co 
John W. Bentine 
Matthews. White 
Mark Stephen Yurick 
Chester Wilcox & Saxbe, LLP 
65 E. State St., Suite 1000 
Columbus, OH 43215 
jbentine@cwslaw.com 
mwhite@cwslaw.com 
myurick@cwslaw.com 

NOAC- Lake 
Thomas R. Hays 
Lake Township - Solicitor 
3315 Centennial Road, Suite A-2 
Sylvania, OH 43560 
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419.843.5355-P 
419.843.5350-F 
hayslaw@buckeve-express.com 

Lucas County Commissioners 
Lance M. Keiffer 
Lucas County Assist Prosecuting Atty 
711 Adams St., 2nd Floor 
Toledo, OH 43624-1680 
419.213.2001-P 
419.213.2011-F 
lkeiffer@co.lucas.oh.us 

Northeast Ohio Public Energy Council 
Ohio Schools Council, NOPEC 
Glenn S. Krassen 
Bricker & Eckler LLP 
1375 E. 9* St., Suite 1500 
Cleveland, OH 44114 
gkrassenfgtbricker.com 

Northwest Ohio Aggregation Coalition (NOAC) 
Toledo 
Leslie A. Kovacik 
Kerry Bruce 
420 Madison Ave., Suite 100 
Toledo, OH 43604-1219 
419.245.1893-P 
419.245.1853-F 
leslie.kovacik@toledo.oh.gov 
kbruce@toledo.oh.gov 

Ohio Environmental Council 
Nolan Moser 
Trent Dougherty 
1207 Grandview Ave. Suite 201 
Columbus, OH 43212 
nmoser@theoec.org 
trent@theoec.org 

NOAC- Holland 
Paul Skaff 
Leatherman Witzler Dombey & Hart 
353 Ehn St. 
Perrysburg, OH 43551 
Phone: 419.874.3536 
419.874.3899-F 
paulskafF@justice.com 

Material Sciences Corporation 
Craig L Smith 
2824 Coventry Road 
Cleveland, Ohio 44120 
216.561.9410-P 
wis29@yahoo.com 
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Counsel of Smaller Enterprises (COSE) 
Steve Millard 
The Higbee Building 
100 Public Square, Suite 201 
Cleveland, OH 44113 
smillardfgicose.org 

Calfee Halter & Griswold LLP 
Laura McBride 
Alexander Trevor 
James Lang 
1400 Keybank Center 
800 Superior Ave. 
Cleveland, OH 44114 
lmcbride@calfee.com: 
atrevor@calfee.com 
ilang@calfee.com 

Dominion Retail, Inc. 
Gary A. Jeffries, Senior Counsel 
501 Martindale Street, Suite 400 
Pittsburgh, PA 15212-5817 
Garv.a.jeffries@dom.com 

Omnisource Corporation 
Damon E. Xenopoulos 
Shaun Mohler 
Brickfield Burchette Ritts & Stone P.C. 
1025 Thomas Jefferson Street NW 
8th Floor West Tower 
WASHINGTON DC 
dex@bbrslaw.com 
shaun.mohler@bbrslaw.com 

Office of the Ohio Consumer's Counsel 
deffrey L Small 
Jacqueline Lake Roberts 
Richard C. Reese 
Gregory J. Poulos 
10 West Broad Street, Suite 1800 
Columbus, OH 43215-3485 
small@occ.state.oh.us 
roberts@occ.state.oh.us 
reese@Qcc.state.oh.us 
poulos@occ.state.oh.us 

Constellation Energy Resoruces, LLC 
Cynthia A. Fonner, Senior Counsel 
550 West Washington Blvd., Suite 300 
Chicago, IL 60661 
Cvnthia.a.fonner@constellation.com 

Citizen Power, Inc. 
David Hughes 
Kelli O'Neill 
Ronald O'Connell 

(HI339662.1} 

2121 Murray Avenue 
Pittsburh, PA 15217 
robinson@citizenpower.com 

National Energy Marketers Assn. 
Craig G. Goodman, President 
3333 KStt-eetNW, Suite 110 
Washington, DC 20007 
cgoodman@energvmarketers.com 

Industrial Energy Users - Ohio 
Samuel C. Randazzo (Counsel of Record) 
LisaG. McAlister 
Daniel J. Neilsen 
Joseph M. Clark 
McNees, Wallace & Nurick LLC 
21 East State Street, 17* Floor 
Columbus, OH 43215 
sam@mwncmh.com 
lmcalister@mwncmh.com 
dneiIsen@mwncmh.CQm 
jclark@mwncmh.com 

Office of the Ohio Attorney General 
John Jones 
William Wright 
Public Utilities Section 
180 East Broad Stt-eet, 9* Floor 
Columbus, OH 43215 
john.iones@puc.state.oh.us 
William. wright@puc.state.oh.us 

The Natural Resources Defense Council 
Sierra Club 
Henry W. Eckhart 
50 West Broad Street, #2117 
Columbus, OH 43215 
henrveckhartfgiaol.com 

Ohio Partners for Affordable Energy 
David C,. Rinebolt, Trial Attorney 
Colleen L. Mooney 
231 West Lima Stt-eet 
P.O. Box 1793 
Findlay, OH 45839-1793 
drinebolt@aol.com 
cmooney@columbus.rr.CQm 
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Nucor Steel Marion, Inc. 
Garrett A. Stone (Counsel of Record) 
Michael K. Lavanga 
Brickfield, Burchette, Ritts & Stone, P.C. 
1025 Thomas Jefferson Street, N.W. 
8*̂  Floor, West Tower 
Washington, DC 20007 
gas@bbrslaw.com 
mkl@bbrslaw.com 

Neighborhood Environmental Coalition 
The Empowerment Center of Greater Cleveland 
United Clevelanders Against Poverty 
Cleveland Housing Network 
The Consumers for Fair Utility Rates 

Joseph P. Meissner 
Cleveland Legal Aid Society 
1223 West Sixth Street 
Cleveland, OH 44113 
JDmeissnf2ilasclev.org 

Ohio Farm Bureau Federation 
Larry Gearhardt, Chief Legal Counsel 
280 North High Stteet 
P.O. Box 182383 
Columbus, OH 43218-2383 
lgearhardt@ofbi.org 

{H13396524) 
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EXHIBIT B 

Case 08-935-EL-SSO 
Regular Mail Service List 

Gary Reese 
Director of Environmental Service 
Memorial Hospital of Union County 
Marysville, OH 43040 

Max Rothal, Director of Law 
161 South High Stteet, Suite 202 
Akron, OH 44308 

Cleveland Electric Illuminating Co. 
Ohio Edison Company 
Harvey L. Wagner 
76 South Main Stteet 
Akron, OH 44308 
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